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CONTACT
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Video and audio
postproduction

Innovation and
creation
Teamwork
Initiative
Organization and
priorization
Leadership
Problems solving

Direction of
photography, lighting
Image and sound
recording
Visual effects
3D modeling and
animation.

LINKEDIN: 
linkedin.com/in/oscar-gil-z-33618283

    PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

PERSONAL SKILLS

LANGUAGES

SPANISH

ENGLISH C.1

2016-2017
Image and sound editor, motion grapher, assistant
producer, sound, camera assistant and sound designer
at the audiovisual company Multimedia Resources
Factory.

2017 Image and sound editor, graphic designer and motion grapher
in the Madrid-based radio network UnikaFM.

Post-producer and filmmaker.
                                    
http://oscargilz.com/

                                    
21/02/1994
Male

Filmmaker and young artist with experience in the cinematographic and advertising 
sector , aimming to work as effectively as possible in the
recording or post-production department of your company, contributing with my
skills and knowledge to achieve an impeccable result.

My skills go from the image/sound capture with pertinent technical equipment, 
until the treatment of them with professional software. Direction of photography, 
image/sound editing, and vissual effects are my specialty.

-Filmmaking course at the New York Film Academy in Los Angeles.
-Bachelor Degree in Audiovisual Communication and Musical Creation in the
European University of Madrid. (average of 8.40)

-Primary and Secondary Studies in San Pablo CEU school in Madrid.

-Best shortfilm, editing and production in Villanueva SF Awards.
-Best final degree project in Universidad Europea de Madrid 2017-2018.

-Audiovisual postproduction programs, Finale Cut Pro, AVID, Premiere.
-Direction of photography and lighting skills for better storytelling.
-Adobe After Effects, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator.
-Audio editing and recording programs, Pro Tools, Audacity and Adobe Audition.
-3D virtual reality creation programs; 3DsMax, FumeFX and RealFLow.
-DSLR cameras, Canon C500 camera, sound recording devices and microphones.
-Computer broadcasting system, AEQ AudioPlus.

Available to travel and move.
Driving license.
Hobbies:
         Traveling, movies, series, reading, sports.

2014-2018 Collaborator in the making of short films in
image, sound, visual effects and music departments.


